SHOW IN OPERA HOUSE

“GETTING A-CROSS” TO BE HELD TWICE IN BOSTON

Boston Performances Saturday Afternoon And Evening—Latter For Alumni.

The Boston performances of “Getting A-Cross,” the Tech Show for the class of 1915, are to be given in the Boston Opera House, Arrangements have been completed for three appearances, one in Shubert Theatre and two in Jordan Hall, but because of the advantages which the Opera House offers, these were cancelled when it was found that that building could be obtained.

There will now be two productions, one on Saturday afternoon, April 17, and one on Saturday evening, April 18. The former will be particularly for undergraduates and their friends, while the evening will be for the alumni, as it has been the custom for several years. Applications for seats will be mailed to all students on Saturday, April 16, and may be obtained after that day at the Cage.

The Northampton performance will be on the evening of the first day of vacation, Thursday, April 16th. A special train will leave Trinity Place station and return the same night. Any resident may make the trip by paying the regular fare. (Continued on Page Four)

PRELIMINARY SUGGESTIONS

Preliminary Dance Orders And Invitations Ready.

Preliminary dance orders and invitations for the Junior Prom can be obtained any day at the Union from 1-2 p.m., upon presenting sign-up slips. Members of the committee will be on hand every day to take charge of the work.
There have been 210 sign-ups already, making only 40 vacancies left. The way preparations are being carried on and the number of persons signed up give indications that the prom will be the most successful ever held.

FRESHMAN BASEBALL

All freshmen who are coming out for the baseball team are encouraged to sign up for practice. After much trouble, grounds, which will be used alternately with the Sophomore for practice, have been secured from the Cambridge Park Commission. To reach the field, take a Boston street car and transfer north at Cottage Farm Bridge. Get off at the Ford plant and the grounds are about a two-minute walk along the river road.

Niemand zu Hause Very Well Supported

Galaxy Of Stars Contribute To Its Success — Dancing At The Union.

This much-looked for event, “Niemand zu Hause” took place last Friday evening in Huntington Hall and all present agreed that the entertainment did not have one dull moment. But very few seats were left when the lights were turned off, and the first act of the evening commenced.

The first number, a fencing bout between Macauley and Willard Shakespeare (according to the program the only living descendant of the man who made second year English famous) furnished several thrills and proved that these men knew the game. After duelling for some time Macauley was declared the victor by the score of seven to three. Dinkins and Clark ably assisted as timers in this act.

They were followed by the Walker Club players who gave selections from their “Politics of Technology.” The players included: R. H. White, W. D. Freeman, assisted by E. S. Coldwell, C. W. Howlett, K. B. Owin, W. T. Parbhing, G. R. Hilson, L. H. Jones. (Continued on Page Three)

CHEMICAL SOCIETY

Professor Moore To Be Principle Speaker At Meeting.

The big revival meeting of the Chemical Society will take place tomorrow evening at seven-thirty in the Union. The meeting is intended to arouse interest in the society which has been neglected by a large proportion of the chemistry students. Professor Moore, speaker of the evening, will be Professor Moore, who will discuss “The War and its Effects on Organic Chemistry.”

Professor Walker will give an account of the criticism given by the Alumni during the Convention. They found that a large number of positions that should be filled by chemical engineers are being filled by mechanical engineers simply because the men of the chemical courses do not know how to deal with others. The general opinion was that these men do not take an active interest in the student activities. It was suggested that the men go out more for activities and most of all support the Chemical Society. Several of the professors have been outside the pale of student affairs the last few years have concurred to be present and to take part in the discussions.

FRESHMAN RELAY

All members of the freshmen relay team are requested to attend a meeting in the Union today at 1:29.

TRACK SEASON OPENS WITH AN ENTHUSIASTIC MEETING

Seven Cups For The Spring Meet—Medals Discontinued—Team To Be Entered In Penn. Relay—Dual Meets With Holy Cross and Bowdoin

CLASS DAY EXERCISES

Committee Plans To Make Events More Interesting.

At the meeting of the Class Day Committee held last Wednesday afternoon, a tentative program for Class Day was adopted. According to this program an entirely new form of exercise is introduced.

There were several reasons why the committee felt the desirability of such a change. First, the old form of Class Day was felt to be in the nature of a high school graduating exercise, and with fifty years of competition there had been worn out. Second, the old form included in the exercises only a few men, and thus did not draw largely upon the interest of the class as a whole, or of the students’ friends and relatives.

Under the new plan thirty-seven members of the class will take part in the events on the stage, while the opening procession will include the entire class. The elements of history, prophecy, statistics and classes will be maintained, but presented in a new and interesting form. In poker the committee will enter by courses, each course being led by a banner-bearer costumed to represent the class. These banner-bearers are to be elected by their respective exercises only a few men, and thus did not draw largely upon the interest of the class as a whole, or of the students’ friends and relatives.

Under the new plan thirty-seven members of the class will take part in the events on the stage, while the opening procession will include the entire class. The elements of history, prophecy, statistics and classes will be maintained, but presented in a new and interesting form. In poker the committee will enter by courses, each course being led by a banner-bearer costumed to represent the class. These banner-bearers are to be elected by their respective.

(Continued on Page Two)

REFRIGERATION TALK

Designer Of Storage Plants To Address Course II Men.

Wednesday, March 24th from 4 to 5 p.m., Mr. Fairbanks, an expert of national note upon the subject of refrigeration, will address the M. E. society with this as his topic. The lecture will be given in the Chemical Society with this as his topic. The lecturer has designed many large cold-storage plants, and promises to be one of the main attractions of Junior Week, while the Spring Meet Girls will be out in full force. The track will be ready in two weeks. Lockers may be obtained at a yearly rental of one dollar, and there is plenty of hot water for showers, a distinct advantage over the accommodations at the old field.

The Spring Meet is the first formal track meet to be held on the Field, and promises to be one of the main attractions of Junior Week, while the Spring Meet Girls will be out in full force. The track will be ready in two weeks. Lockers may be obtained at a yearly rental of one dollar, and there is plenty of hot water for showers, a distinct advantage over the accommodations at the old field.

(Continued on Page Two)

ORCHESTRA NOTICE

Because of the frequency of absences and tardiness in the Show Orchestra rehearsals, they can no longer be excused. The music is difficult and all the available time is needed. Rehearsals every Wednesday and Saturday.

CALENDAR

Monday, March 22, 1915.
1.00—Canteen Meeting. 31 Rogers.
1.30—1917 Relay Meeting. Union.
4.30—Tech Show Rehearsal. Room I. Union.
6.00—Glee Club Rehearsal. Room B. Union.

Tuesday, March 23, 1915.
4.35—Mandolin Club Rehearsal. Room D. Union.
7.30—Chemical Society Meeting. Union.
THE TECH

THE TECH has distinguished the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

MAY troubles follow you all yo' days, an' always get lost in the smoke from yo' ole pipe.

J. C. LITTLEFIELD
High Class Tailor
12 BEACON STREET

RICHARD'S SCHOOL OF DANCING
30 Huntington Avenue
HUNTINGTON CHAMBERS

ALBERT M. KANRICH
Violinist and Musical Director

FRAY RECEPTIONS AND DANCES

OLD COLONY TRUST COMPANY
32 TEMPLE PLACE

W ith three offices, conveniently located in different sections of Boston, the Old Colony Trust Company offers exceptional banking facilities for Technology men.

Modern safe deposit vaults at all offices.
HARE AND HOUNDS RACE LAST SATURDAY

Fifteen Men Run Hyde Park Course—91 And '18 Rivalry.

Most all of the members of the Hare and Hounds Club journeyed to Hyde Park last Saturday where the second run of this term was held. The course of the runners included 6 1/2 miles of hilly country with one swamp which made the going no easy task. The fifteen participants were divided into two squads, one being composed of last year's runners and the other of the less experienced men, and the latter were allowed a handicap of five minutes. Many of the original starters lost the trail and either came in very late or very soon, so the real winner is still in doubt.

The Sophomores and freshmen had been in competition in anticipation of their run over the Franklin Park course next Saturday which is the same course used by the New England Intercollegiate Cross Country Race last fall. From the finish of the runners, the Sophomore appears to have the upper hand and the freshmen will have to show considerable improvement in order to win the race.

The squads of the Hyde Park race were made up of the following men:


NIEMAND ZU HAUSE

(Continued from Page One)

and B. T. Pina. White sang a selection of the Sophomore who wished to drop some subject but could not, of the won out Junior, and of the Senior who desired his degree above everything else. The second scene pictured the experiences during mid-year in Eng. A. The second scene showed the nightmare of a student after the exams. The secret and nefarious doings of the faculty were disclosed to the public for the first time. The third last scene depicted the new field in Cambridge. As a grand finale the freshman tug-of-war was presented accompanied by an original little ditty sung to the tune of "Tipperary." In this number even "Andy Mac" was remembered by a song entitiled "I'm the guy that sells the books to the students and puts one over the `Busta," which pleased the audience greatly.

Mr. Julius Kuttner, alias the Amateur Amateur, displayed his musical ability by favoring the audience with several pathetic little ballads on an instrument which resembled a sweet potato. His very realistic and appropriate rendering of the Socialistical Symphonic Toot Poem, entitled "Why should the working man work?" aroused the spirits of the gathering so that they kept time by beating with their feet on the floor. One of the hits of the affair was the Chinese playlet "Speaking the
The bosoms are tucked, puffed, pleated or "mushroom." 

- $2.00 and up

Cleiss, Peabody & Co., Inc. Makers

RIFLE CLUB SHOOT

Twenty-One Men Out Saturday

Club Meeting Today.

Twenty-one members of the Rifle Club took advantage of the beautiful weather Saturday and journeyed to Walnut Hill to try their skill on the Twenty-One Men Out Saturday.

McMORROW

College Shoes for College Men

238 Washington Street, Boston

OPPOSITE THOMPSON'S SPA

parts were well taken and gave the audience much amusement.

"Joe" Gardner's dancing needs no introduction as he was prominent in the rendering of the "Little Grey Home in the West" and the "Perfect Day" were received especially well.

After the entertainment was over the majority went quietly to the Union where a dance was held. The Union was well filled with dancers, all of whom had a very delightful time. Rehearsals were served by Stewart Colton and the music was furnished by the Chateau Orchestra. The affair proved a great success from all stand-points and the Institute Committee feels well repaid for its efforts.

RIFLE CLUB MEETING

There will be an important meeting of the Rifle Club at 3 p.m. today in 21 Rogers.

FRANK BROTHERS

Fifth Avenue Boot Shop

New York

Watch this space for a notice when our agent is coming to display.

We make it our business to go to college men because we know what they want.